
Leap to the Similimum- The Principles. 
 

The method, Leap to the Similimum, aims to prescribe the perfect Similimum in 
one shot. It is based on Pavlovian neurological and Hahnemanian homeopathic 
principles. 
 
An overview of the principles and scientific facts underlying the Leap to the 
Similimum: 
 
1) The human body's functions are controlled by our automatic brain 
(unconscious – of Jung and Freud). 
 
2) The irrational emotional responses and pathological patterns of behaviour 
come from this automatic brain. 
 
3) To therefore cause disease, it must be that the ‘homeopathic state’ is also 
rooted in this unconscious/automatic brain and  not in our thinking conscious 
brain. 
 
4)The language of the automatic brain is the 5 senses, while the language of the 
conscious brain is the emotions, thoughts and story (as neuroscience has 
proven). 
 
5)When in a case we take the peculiar, individual symptoms only of the 5 senses, 
in the chief complaint -- then we confirm them in food, fears, and dreams -- we 
reach directly to the source of the Similimum. 

 
 
6) Why and how, A SUBSTANCE expresses itself as a disease state in a person, 



has been a question often asked. Why is that person's state that of ‘Cuprum-met’ 
and another person that of Panthera Tigris? 
 
The answer lies in Neuroscience and the neural circuits of the automatic brain. 
Pavlov showed years ago with his famous dog, food, and bell experiment, that 
the neural circuits that are the hardwired programs for body functions can be 
altered and corrupted. This is called conditioning in neuroscience. In the Pavlov 
experiment, the program for the digestive system was altered. 

 
 
7) The Little Albert experiment showed that, a loud sound that startled a child, 
when created simultaneously while he was playing with a white rat, induced fear 
of white rats in the child, where earlier he was happy to play with them. 
 



 
 
So the outward symptom is fear of white rats, but the trigger is the hammer 
sound corrupting the circuit. The person is consciously aware of the fear of white 
rats, but remains unconscious of the fact that the loud sound triggered that fear. 
This occurs because the conscious brain only remembers the main event -- that 
is, fear of white rats. The details of the background are stored as 5-sensory data 
in the automatic/unconscious brain. Hence, to remove the fear of white rats 
completely from the root, one would have to access the connected trigger -- the 
loud sound in the unconscious brain circuit -- and remove that as well. 
 
This could explain why, even though we may have taken perfect rubrics in a 
case, the remedy prescribed fails to cure the case from its root. 
 
8) This does not apply only to emotional symptoms, It also affects immune 
response, as father of psychoneuroimmunology Robert Ader demonstrated. 
Emulating his experiments, other neuroscientists have demonstrated that when 
rats were conditioned with cyclophosphamide and saccharine together, just the 
saccharine ingestion later demonstrated immunosuppression in the conditioned 
rats, while the control group showed no immunosuppression with saccharine. 
 
Again here, on the surface we would think that the saccharine is the cause for 
the immunosuppression, while the actual cause is in the earlier brain circuit, and 
not in the conscious memory. 
 



Hence what we see homeopathically, on the conscious level is only the 
expression. The neural circuit gets corrupted or altered, often in childhood, and 
the conditioning stimuli later act as a trigger for irrational responses. 
 
The Leap to the Similimum method shows how to trace back from the outer 
expression at the conscious level, to the deepest childhood neural circuit 
disturbance, whose memory is accessed from the amygdala and other parts in 
the automatic brain, as sensory data (5 senses), for instance in flashback-
memories.  
 
 
I hope you can attend the webinar, and share the latest cutting- edge work in 
homeopathy with other homeopaths too. This would reduce the errors in reaching 
the Similimum and thus add to the work of demonstrating the efficacy of 
homeopathy in pathologies, to the world at large.  
 
 


